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BCDEFG== 9:<G:
9:;<:=LMM=NFOP<C<OP=
>?>@=>?A=LMM5 Q4..0,84.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRS

>?>=LMT5 U4V84WWVX-WYVV4W5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRZ6[

>?>=LML5 U4V84WWVX-WYVV4W5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR\6]

>?>@=>?A=L̂ 5̂ U4V84WWVX-WYVV4W5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR_̀6__

>?>=L̂a5 U4V84WWVX-WYVV4W5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR_*6_b

>?>=LMT5 Q4..Wc.c4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR_d

>?>=LML5 Q4..Wc.c4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR_S

>?>@=>?A=L̂ 5̂ Q4..Wc.c4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR_Z

>?>=L̂a5 Q4..Wc.c4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR_[

>?>=LMT5 e4X-.cVX-45f,84.5g5hi34VV2.j4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR_\6_]

5 k7.8,j4l,.VX-718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR*̀

5 h.VX-W2VV718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR*_

5 h.8/c4iVm4WW4.718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR**

>?>=LML5 e4X-.cVX-45f,84.5g5hi34VV2.j4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR*b6*d

5 k7.8,j4l,.VX-718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR*S

5 h.VX-W2VV718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR*Z

5 h.8/c4iVm4WW4.718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR*[6*\

>?>@=>?A=L̂ 5̂ e4X-.cVX-45f,84.5g5hi34VV2.j4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR*]6b̀

5 k7.8,j4l,.VX-718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRb_6bd

5 n7/V,8oW,j4/5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRbS

5 h.VX-W2VV718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRbZ6b[

5 h.8/c4iVm4WW4.718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRb\6d̀

>?>=L̂a5 e4X-.cVX-45f,84.5g5hi34VV2.j4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRd_6d*

5 k7.8,j4l,.VX-718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRdb

5 h.VX-W2VV718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRdd6dS

5 h.8/c4iVm4WW4.718c7.4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRdZ6d\

>?>=L̂ 5̂ pc.V,8oi40c.j2.j4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRd]

>?>=L̂a5 pc.V,8oi40c.j2.j4.5RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRS̀

qCr:;OCsHI:;FEOt=NOHsEu:=MvwTM̂a
x4c845_\y5e,i4WW4R53,zR5f/4-o,-W5{Y/5_RZ5X3|g}5dS̀ 5̀}g3c.y5{Y/5*RS5X3|g}5d̀`̀5}g3c.R
x4c845Z\y5o2W~VVcj45�4WW4.i4W,V82.j5e*
x4c84.5_d6_[52.05SZ6S\�5Q4..Wc.c4.
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BCDEFG== 9:<G:
9:;<:=LMM=?;ENO?NHH
>?>@=>?A=LMM5 P4..0,84.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQRS

>?>@=>?A=LTM5 U4V84WWVX-WYVV4W5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQRZ6R*

>?>@=>?A=L[M5 U4V84WWVX-WYVV4W5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQR\6RR

>?>@=>?A=LTM5 P4..W].]4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQR̂

>?>=LT_5 P4..W].]4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQR̀

>?>@=>?A=L[M5 P4..W].]4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQRa

>?>@=>?A=LTM5 b4X-.]VX-45c,84.5d5ef34VV2.g4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQRh

>?>=LT_5 b4X-.]VX-45c,84.5d5ef34VV2.g4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̂i

>?>@=>?A=LTM5 b4X-.]VX-45c,84.5d5ef34VV2.g4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̂S

>?>=LT_5 b4X-.]VX-45c,84.5d5ef34VV2.g4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̂Z

>?>@=>?A=LTM@=>?>=LT_5 j7.8,g4k,.VX-718]7.4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̂*6̂\

5 e.VX-W2VV718]7.4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̂R6̂^

5 e.8/]4fVl4WW4.718]7.4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̂ 6̀̂a

>?>@=>?A=L[M5 b4X-.]VX-45c,84.5d5ef34VV2.g4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̂h6̀S

5 j7.8,g4k,.VX-718]7.4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̀*6̀\

5 e.VX-W2VV718]7.4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̀R6̀^

5 e.8/]4fVl4WW4.718]7.4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̀`

>?>@=>?A=_MMmLMM5 n4WW4.f4W,V82.g5d5c/2XokYVV]go4]84.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̀a

5 p2314.o73f].,8]7.4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ̀h

q:CG<FrsG<rC:C
>?>=_MMmLMM5 c/2Xof4g/4.t2.gVu4.8]W5d54].V84WWf,/v5].84/.4/5wYXoW,2x5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQai

>?>_yym_yzmLTMmLT_mL[M5 {4.8]W718]7.4.5d5p/]7/]8|8Vu4.8]W5d5U4V84WWVX-WYVV4W5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQaS6aZ

5 p/]7/]8|8Vu4.8]W5}~�5704/5P7.V8,.85{7W234.V8/73�565V4]8W]X-4/5e.f,25QQQQQa*

5 ~7,05�4.V46p/]7/]8|8Vu4.8]W5}~�p{�5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQa\6aR

>?A_yymLTMmL[M5 c/2Xof4g/4.t2.gVu4.8]W5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQâ

5 c/2Xof4g/4.t2.gVu4.8]W53]85�,X-V,2gu4.8]W5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQà

5 Z5n4g46c/2Xof4g/4.t2.gVu4.8]W5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQaa

5 Z5n4g46c/2Xof4g/4.t2.gVu4.8]W53]85�,X-V,2gu4.8]W5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQah

5 Z5n4g46c/2Xof4g/4.t2.gVu4.8]W53]85�,X-V,2gu4.8]W52.055
5 ~4Xo�W/YXoVX-W,gu4.8]W4.5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQhi

5 p/71/8]7.,W54W4o8/73,g.48]VX-5u7/g4V8424/85QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQhS

5 c/4-t,-W,2x.4-34/5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQhZ

>?>@=>?A=_MMmLMM5 �8,.0,/05c]X-8V|8t45xY/5p2314.dj787/4.5�4/]45Riid̂ii5QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQh*

5 U4V84WWf4]V1]4W45QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQh\6hR
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BCDEFGHIJKLMCNOP
Q4.04.5RS45TSU-5VS8845W4X4.54S.4T5,2TYZ-/[SU-4.5\4/],2YT6̂.X4V784T5,.5_-/45̀,/]4/6\4/8/482.Xa

bcd9e?cf=ghcd=if9ejk?cAlmc=ei9neko=ghcd=if9ejk?cAlmc=bcdncfhif?=hcd=kpcdpf=qc9jkdpcqcfcf=
>dghirsc=ghcd=ti?ckudp?cd=scpoc=ruffcf=sgh@=bcdocstif?cf=bgf=>cd9gfcf=ghcd=9ejk9jklhcf==
bcdid9ejkcfv

wS4T4T5w7]234.852.05,.04/45_.Y7/3,8S7.4.5x7.504/5̀,/]4/6y,..Sz.5{7/17/,8S7.|5T4S.4.5}7U-84/X4T4[[TU-,Y84.52.05\4/8/,XT6
-~.0[4/.54.8-,[84.5̀/702]865704/5R�T843718S7.4.5�2/5W4S84/4.5�.84/T2U-2.X502/U-5̂.W4.04/53S8584U-.STU-4.5�4..8.STT4.a

w4/5̂.W4.04/5ST8502/U-54SX4.45�.84/T2U-2.X52.05̀/ZY2.X5,[[4S.50,YZ/5x4/,.8W7/8[SU-|50S454.0XZ[8SX45̂2TW,-[504T5R�T843T5
2.0504/5�7317.4.84.5�258/4YY4.52.05TSU-5�25x4/X4WSTT4/.|50,TT5,[[45�4ST82.XT6|5w,24/Y4T8SX]4S8T6|5Q,/82.XT6|5RSU-4/-4S8T652.05
Q,/.,.Y7/04/2.X4.504/5̂.W4.02.X54/YZ[[85W4/04.a5w4/5̂.W4.04/532TT5,[[45̂T14]84504/5̂.W4.02.X5X4.,252.84/T2U-4.|5
X4[84.04.5_.02T8/S4.7/34.5Y7[X4.52.050S45_.Y7/3,8S7.4.5S.5�4�2X5,2Y50,T5̀/702]85S35,]824[[4.5̀/702]8],8,[7X5T7WS45,[[45,.04/4.5
�.84/[,X4.|50S45x7.5̀,/]4/5704/5T4S.4.5}7U-84/X4T4[[TU-,Y84.5704/5\4/8/,XT-~.0[4/.5V4/4S8X4T84[[85W4/04.|5�25V4,U-84.a

R7W4S85̀,/]4/5704/5T4S.45}7U-84/X4T4[[TU-,Y84.5704/5\4/8/,XT-~.0[4/5�7317.4.84.5704/5R�T843718S7.4.5V,TS4/4.05,2Y5
84U-.STU-4.5w,84.5704/5R14�Sz],8S7.4.5[S4Y4/.|50S45x735̂.W4.04/5V4SX4T84[[85W2/04.|5ST8504/5̂.W4.04/50,YZ/5x4/,.8W7/8[SU-5
Y4T8�2T84[[4.|50,TT50S4T4584U-.STU-4.5w,84.52.05R14�Sz],8S7.4.5YZ/5,[[45̂.W4.02.X4.52.05x4/.Z.Y8SX4/W4ST45x7/-4/T4-V,/4.5
\4/W4.02.XT�W4U]4504/5�7317.4.84.5704/5R�T84345X44SX.485TS.052.05,2T/4SU-4.a

K���������B��K��������������K��������
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+,-./0/-.123405367-.7809-0691.:;:580
<=>?=@ABAC@ABD@EFF

GHIJKLMNOLPQIORSIJPIOJTIOHIJ*UUJVSIWWINJIHNIJXIHSIOY
INSXHZ[IWSIJ\LOHLNSIJPIOJHNSIONLSH]NLWJQIWR̂_HQINJ
àLQIObOHWWINĉdcINĴNPJYd]S]OIǸJPLOe

THIJbHISINJL̂VQIfIHZMNISIJaIHVŜNQVXIOSIgJIHNINJM]MINJ
hIVLdSXHO[̂NQVQOLPgJIHNJQIOHNQIVJhIOR̂VZMNHiIL̂JbIHJ
M]MINJjISOHIbVPOkZ[INĴNPJXIOPINJHNJlJjL̂QOmVVINJ
nohoJ*UpgJohoJ*U*gJohoJ*qqĴNPJohoJ*qrsJdHSJ
\IOPORNQ̂NQVi]ŴdINJi]NJUgtJbHVJrUJZduvwdPOIM̂NQJ
cO]P̂fHIOSe

xVJVSIMINJIHNIJ\HIWfLMWJi]NJTSLNPLOPL̂V_kMÔNQINJf̂OJ
\IO_kQ̂NQgĴdJPINJXIWSXIHSINJyN_]OPIÔNQINJQIOIZMSJ
f̂JXIOPINe

z{||}~�{|

��~�~��{�������

��������������~���~�{��{���{�J
�]ZM_IVSIJ�IO[VS]__IJV]XHIJQO]�IJ
�IWWINfLc_INP̂OZMdIVVIOJQIXRMOWIHVSINJIHNIJNHIPY
OHQIJaLQIObIWLVŜNQJbIHJM]MINJjISOHIbVPOkZ[INe

����{}���{���{������|��{~��
GHIJKLMNORPIOJdHSJ�JKRMNINJohoJ*UpgJquJKRMNINJJ
oho*U*ĴNPJ*qrJbfXeJqpJKRMNINJohoJ*qqJV]XHIJ
IHNIJ]cSHdHIOSIJŷVWIQ̂NQJPIOJ\IOfLMN̂NQJbIXHO[INJ
IHNINJQIOR̂VZMLOdINJaL̂_ĴNPJIHNIJ\IOOHNQIÔNQJ
PIOJGÔZ[ĉWVLSH]Ne

�����{�������|����~}�
aLQIObOHWWINJf̂dJL�HLWINJTcHIWL̂VQWIHZMJQLOLNSHIOINJ
IHNINJM]MINJ�HO[̂NQVQOLPJbIHĴNSIOVZMHIPWHZMVSINJ
jISOHIbVPOkZ[INe

����{��{����{� |¡{|}�|��
¢NSIONLSH]NLWJkbWHZMIJjI_IVSHQ̂NQVLOSINgJ
aIHŜNQVLNVZMWkVVIJV]XHIJPHIJ£mQWHZM[IHSJPIOJ
£]NSLQIJLbJ£IMO_LZMĉdcINgJL̂ZMJdHSJIHNIdJ
QIdIHNVLdINJTL̂QLNVZMŴVVJbHISINJIHNIĴNkbIOY
SO]__INIJ¤]NVSÔ[SH]NVYĴNPJyNXINP̂NQViHIW_LWSe

�����¥{� ��¡~���~|��|�{���{��{|��{|���{|

z{||}~�{|

jL̂LOS ŷVVINiIOfLMNSIJ�]ZMWIHVŜNQVfLMNOLPY
ĉdcIJHNJyŴdHNĤdbL̂XIHVIe

jI_IVSHQ̂NQVLOS TyxYgJ¦IZMSIZ[YJ]PIOJĜ OZMVZMOL̂b§LNVZMJ
LWVJTSLNPLOPgJLNPIOIJL̂_JyN_OLQIe

yNVZMWkVVI TyxĴNPJdISOHVZMIJ̈WLNVZMLNVZMWkVVIgJ
hIXHNPILNVZMWkVVIe

yNSOHIbVXIWWIN KLMNXIWWINgJoLVV_IPIOXIWWINĴNPJ¤IQIWY
XIWWINJNLZMJTyxĴNPJG¢©gJ¤WL̂INXIWWIY
NINPINgJLNPIOIJL̂_JyN_OLQIe

GOIMfLMW *UUJYJ*UUUJwvdHNgJVHIMIJªIZMNHVZMIJGLSINe

ªMI]OeJ\IOPORNQ̂NQVY
i]ŴdIN

THIMIJªIZMNHVZMIJGLSIN

yNSOHIb GHOI[SLNSOHIbJdHSJ§I�HbWIOJ¤̂ccŴNQJXHOPJ
Idc_]MWINe

y�HLWIvOLPHLWIJ¤OR_SI hIORSIgJPHIJL�HLWINJ]PIOJOLPHLWINJ�IWWINY
bIWLVŜNQINJL̂VQIVISfSJVHNPgJdkVVINJdHSJ
IHNIdJ\]OVLSfWLQIOJL̂VQI_kMOSJXIOPINe

xHNQLNQVPÔZ[ xHNQLNQVPÔZ[bIOIHZMJJUgtJbHVJpJbLOJLbVeJJ
dHNeJxHNQLNQVPÔZ[JUg*JbLOJLbVegJ[̂OffIHSHQJ
N̂PJ]MNIJjIWLVŜNQgJ¦kZ[VcOLZMIJXHOPJ
Idc_]MWINe

ŷVQLNQVPÔZ[ THIMIJªIZMNHVZMIJGLSIN

GÔZ[LNVSIHQVY
QIVZMXHNPHQ[IHS

£L�eJuUUUJbLOvV

TSOmd̂ NQVY
QIVZMXHNPHQ[IHS

THIMIJ©]d]QOLddJTSOmd̂ NQVQIVZMXHNY
PHQ[IHSJTIHSIJr*

�«POL̂WH[§kVVHQ[IHSIN £HNIOLWmWIgJ�aogJG¢©J*q*plYp

GÔZ[§kVVHQ[IHSVY

SIdcIOLŜObIOIHZM

Yq*JbHVJ¬tUJ®eJGIOJdL�eJf̂WRVVHQIJjIY
SOHIbVPÔZ[JHVSJLbMRNQHQJi]NJPIOJ̈ŴHPSIdY
cIOLŜOeJªIdcIOLŜOJ_kOJ¤LWSVSLOSJYpUJ®JbHVJ
Yq*J®gJGOIMfLMWJ̄q*UUJdHNYqe

\HV[]VHSRSVbIOIHZM tJbHVJqUUUJdd°vVJJ n*qqJ±J*qrsJ
pUJbHVJqUUUJdd°vVJ n*UpJ±J*U*sJ
GIOJdL�eJf̂WRVVHQIJjISOHIbVPÔZ[JHVSJ
JLbMRNQHQJi]NJPIOJ\HV[]VHSRSVbIOIHZMeJ

\HV[]VHSRSVbIOIHZMJ_kOJ¤LWSVSLOSJqUUUJbHVJ
pUUUJdd°vVJbIHJIHNIdJjISOHIbVPÔZ[JcJ̄qUJ
bLOĴNPJIHNIOJGOIMfLMWJ̄q*UUJdHNYqe

wdQIb̂NQVSIdce YlUJ®JbHVJ¬rUJ®e

ḦWSIÔNQ ©LZMJ¢T²JllU³J¤WeJq�vqrvque

GOIMOHZMŜNQJnL̂_J
yNSOHIbVXIWWIJJ
QIVIMINs
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